Abstract
employed by shrimp (Fig 1C) .
262
To investigate the existence of the 4 synonymous SNPs, the RNAs extracted from 263 hemocytes of WSSV-infected shrimp were sequenced. The sequence analysis showed 264 that two SNPs (wsv151 and wsv226) existed in WSSV-infected shrimp (Fig 1D) .
However, the wsv360 SNP and the wsv465 SNP were not detected (Fig 1D) SNP-mRNA of wsv226, respectively (Fig 2B) . However, the cleavage of wsv226 285 wild-type mRNA mediated by wsv226 SNP-siRNA and the cleavage of wsv226 286 SNP-mRNA mediated by wsv226 wild-type siRNA were inhibited (Fig 2B) . For 14 287 wsv151, the viral synonymous SNP yielded the similar results (Fig 2C) . These data 288 revealed that the viral synonymous SNPs suppressed the host siRNA pathway.
289
To reveal the locations of synonymous SNPs of wsv151 and wsv226, the 290 sequences of wild-type and SNP mRNAs and siRNAs were compared. The results
291
showed that the synonymous SNP of wsv151 was located in the extended 3' 292 supplementary region of siRNA (Fig 2D) . For the wsv226 synonymous SNP, it was 293 located in the seed region of siRNA ( Fig 2E) . As reported, the seed region (positions SNPs of wsv151 and wsv226 could inhibit the host siRNA pathway.
297
The sequence showed that the ratio of wild-type mRNA to SNP mRNA of wsv151 298 was 8 to 5, while the ratio of wild-type mRNA to SNP mRNA of wsv226 was 4 to 7.
299
These data indicated the co-existence of wild-type mRNAs and SNP mRNAs of 300 WSSV in natural conditions. Based on prediction, it was found that SNP siRNA could The results of Northern blot showed that when the insect cells were co-transfected 317 with WT siRNA and WT mRNA of wsv226 or SNP siRNA and SNP mRNA of 318 wsv226, the wsv226 mRNA level was significantly decreased (Fig 3A) . However, the 319 transfection of insect cells with WT siRNA and SNP mRNA of wsv226 or SNP 320 siRNA and WT mRNA of wsv226 did not change the wsv226 mRNA level (Fig 3A) .
321
In the simultaneous existence of WT siRNA, SNP siRNA, WT mRNA and SNP 322 mRNA of wsv226, the siRNA pathway was significantly inhibited compared with the 323 control ( Fig 3A) . The fluorescence intensity of insect cells generated the similar 324 results (Fig 3B) . These data indicated that the viral synonymous SNP of wsv226 325 escaped the siRNA pathway in insect cells.
326
For wsv151, Northern blots indicated that the wsv151 mRNA level was 327 significantly reduced when the insect cells were co-transfected with WT siRNA and 328 WT mRNA of wsv151 or SNP siRNA and SNP mRNA of wsv151 (Fig 3C) . However, 329 the co-existence of WT siRNA, SNP siRNA, WT mRNA and SNP mRNA of wsv151, 330 resulted in a significant suppression of RNAi in insect cells (Fig 3A) . The   16   331 fluorescence intensity of insect cells essentially generated the similar results (Fig 3D) . or SNP siRNA compared with the control (WSSV alone) (Fig 4A and B) . When 343 shrimp were co-injected with WT siRNA and SNP siRNA, the expression profiles of 344 wsv151 and wsv226 in WSSV-infected shrimp were similar to the WT siRNA or SNP 345 siRNA treatment (Fig 4A and B of WSSV copies compared with the control (WSSV alone) (Fig 4C and D) . SNP 352 siRNA of wsv151 or wsv226 yielded the similar results (Fig 4C and D It has been demonstrated that the siRNA-mediated RNAi is the major antiviral 380 defense of invertebrates which lack adaptive immunity (27, 28). In the 
